We consider Birkhoff interpolation for an incidence matrix E -{e ik )^x\ k l 0 ' the "polynomials" P = 2 n 0 a k u k (x), for a system (J = {u k }^ of functions u k E C n [a, b] (or P = {x k }Q) and the knots X = (x t , . . . , case, e t k + 1 = • • • = e t k + t = 1, e t k + t+ï = 0. If no zero 7 as specified exists, there is a loss, (ô) We adjust the multiplicities in the last case of (7) Let E be a Birkhoff matrix, let E° be derived from E by replacing a one, AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 41A05; Secondary 15A36.
The method of independent knots appears for the first time in [4] ; it is somewhat related to the coalescence method [1] , [3] .
A function ƒ G C n [a, b] is annihilated by E, X if
(1) f Qc) (x l ) = 0 for all (/, k) with e ik = 1.
From zeros of ƒ and its derivatives given by (1) 
. , x m ) and an interval I -[c, d] C (x t __ x , x i +1 ) so that: (i) If P is annihilated by E, X, then Rolle zeros of P are derived only from x t , s < i < t; (ii) problem (1) for E, X is regular if x t G /, and row i 0 of E is consevrative.
By means of these results we can estimate the number of changes of signs of determinants D E (X) of (1). Let U = P. 
